
VERTIV UPS TRADE-IN PROGRAM (SINGAPORE) 

Terms and Conditions: 

1. This promo is open to all customers from Singapore who trade in their single-

phase UPS unit for a new Vertiv Edge UPS or Vertiv Edge Lithium Ion UPS system.

2. To qualify, the customer MUST:

• Complete a trade-in request form (pre-purchase), and

• Complete the claim form upon purchase, including a copy of the invoice and a
photo of the UPS showing the serial number, for validation.

3. The customer may request to trade in single-phase UPS units of any brand for up to
two times its traded power rating.

4. The Edge UPS and Edge Lithium Ion UPS are available in the following models:

Vertiv Edge UPS models Vertiv Edge Lithium Ion UPS models 

EDGE-750IMT  EDGELI-1500IRT2U 

EDGE-1000IMT  EDGELI-2200IRT2U 

EDGE-1500IMT  EDGELI-3000IRT2U 

EDGE-500IRM1U 

EDGE-1000IRM1U 

EDGE-1500IRM1U 

EDGE-1500IRT2UXL 

EDGE-22000IRT2UXL 

EDGE-3000IRT2UXL 

EDGE-3000IRT3UXL 

5. All trade-in submissions are subject to Vertiv’s assessment.

6. Upon validation, an accredited Vertiv partner will pick up the old UPS units for 
disposal, free of charge.

7. The customer is also entitled to receive the following Grab gift card values, 
irrespective of the UPS KVA rating:

• S$40 Grab gift card for Edge UPS units

• S$80 Grab gift card for Edge Lithium Ion UPS units

8. Grab gifts cards cannot be exchanged for cash or used towards purchase of Vertiv 
products.

9. Vertiv reserves the right to make amends to the program and its terms without prior 
notice.

10. This promo runs from December 15, 2021 to June 15, 2022.
11. A maximum of 100 Grab gift cards are available for redemption.

12. The deadline of claims submission is on September 15, 2022.
13. Vertiv employees, official representatives, distributors and resellers are not allowed 

to participate in this promo. All government entities are also not qualified to join.
14. Vertiv’s decision is final.


